Fairfields Curriculum
‘Every day is a little lifetime. Make each day a day to remember.’
Our school is built on fun, love and laughter, enabling children to engage in a rich, bespoke curriculum that is innovative,
creative and stimulating and equips them with the essential knowledge and skills needed to succeed in life and be the best
that they can be. We aspire to grow and nurture articulate thinkers who have a genuine love of learning and create
independent, active learners, who are able to think critically and overcome barriers. Throughout their learning journey at
Fairfields we aim to provide our children with the cultural capital they need to succeed in life and the confidence and
courage to pursue their dreams, knowing that nothing will stand between them and their goals.
At Fairfields our intention is that our curriculum extends opportunity, raises aspiration, gives children an understanding of
belonging, promotes creativity, opens children’s eyes to the world beyond their immediate environment, enables our
children to live happy, healthy and productive lives and inspires children to learn more.
Our curriculum is focused on the development of children’s knowledge and skills across all primary
subjects with the aim of ensuring children are ready for the next stage of their learning.
Knowledge underpins and enables the application of skill. We strive for children to
learn skills alongside knowledge, ensuring that both explicitly are developed.
At Fairfields Primary School we see knowledge and skills as intertwined. The
curriculum is about how we can ensure that pupils can achieve both knowledge
and skill. We do this by having an emphasis on cross-curricular teaching. We believe
that this is important for making the curriculum relevant and meaningful to pupils and for
putting knowledge into context

Our Curriculum design principles…

Our Fairfields Creed
Every day is a little lifetime. Make each day a day to remember.
As we journey together, we will learn to tread confidently towards the direction of our dreams.
We are individual and unique but together we are complete.
We will respect each other regardless of gender, race or background. At Fairfields Primary
School, we will learn to have the courage to pursue our dreams, knowing that nothing will stand
between us and our goals.
With an open mind and an honest heart, we will break through the obstacles we face in order to
succeed; remembering the journey is what makes us triumphant, not the destination.
Today is your day! Believe in yourself!
Achieve together, step

The

ABC of our Curriculum

The ABC drivers of our curriculum, Ambition-Belonging-Creativity, firmly underpin all areas of school life and
this ensures our curriculum offer is enriched and personalised to our children, their families and our
developing community.
Ambition
‘We will learn to have the courage to
pursue our dreams, knowing that nothing
will stand between us and our goals.’

Belonging
‘We are individual and unique but together
we are complete.
We will respect each other regardless
of gender, race or background.’

Creativity
‘Every day is a little lifetime. Make each
day a day to remember. As we journey
together, we will learn to tread
confidently towards the direction of our
dreams.

At Fairfields Primary School we want to
develop children’s thirst for learning so they
become children who are curious and inquisitive,
don’t give up and are ambitious enough to aspire
to life’s possibilities.

At Fairfields Primary School we see ourselves as the
‘beating heart’ of our developing community. A
place where children learn and understand the
importance of how communities can bring people
together and create a sense of belonging. Through
our new and diverse community, we want to
broaden the children’s horizons so they learn how to
be tolerant and respectful of others.

At Fairfields Primary School we want our children
to be creative, adventurous and confident,
to explore uncertainty and be able to take
and manage real risks by having fun and a
little danger, through new and exciting
experiences

Today is your day! Believe in yourself!
Achieve together, step by step!

Our Values and Learning Power Pals
Our core values are explored, celebrated and recognised through our Curriculum and our
Learning Power Pals. These are fundamental to our behaviours and attitudes towards learning
in conjunction with our Creed. Through our values we aim to build determined, reflective,
curious and collaborative learners and encourage a positive mindset amongst our children as
it is often through mistakes we learn the most.
Doctor Determination
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Colonel Collaboration
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British Values at Fairfields Primary
At Fairfields Primary School, the British values of democracy, rule of law, individual liberty, mutual respect and tolerance
of different faiths and beliefs are rooted in our curriculum and the way in which we treat each other.
Pupils learn about these values through assemblies, class PSHE/circle time sessions and through our weekly ‘Big Buddy,
Little Buddy’ sessions. Through these sessions, children are given the opportunities to share their ideas, listen to
others and vote; allowing them to stand up for what they believe is right. This also gives them an understanding
of governance and law.
Through these opportunities we aim to teach the children to formulate their
own opinions based on what is right and wrong and to feel confident in
expressing these opinions with others. Our bespoke and varied curriculum
promotes independence and develops the children’s self-confidence.

Our Curriculum Intent

At Fairfields our intention is that our curriculum extends opportunity, raises aspiration, gives children an understanding of
belonging, promotes creativity, opens children’s eyes to the world beyond their immediate environment, enables our
children to live happy, healthy and productive lives and inspires children to learn and remember more.
We believe it is our responsibility to develop the literacy and numeracy skills for all our pupils. Using the Early Years
Foundation Stage Strategy and National Curriculum as a basis, age-appropriate progression in knowledge for each core
and foundation subject has been identified. This has been mapped out to ensure coverage of identified knowledge is
secured across KS1 and KS2. We carefully select the sequence of when, what and how knowledge is taught and subject
leaders work actively to review this aspect regularly.

Curriculum content is grouped into a series of Imaginative
Learning Projects (ILP’s). Each ILP begins with memorable
experiences, designed to engage the children and
stimulate curiosity as well as framing the learning journey
through to identified outcomes. Initial reflection on this
supports formative assessment of pupils’ starting points
and gives an opportunity to pupil voice to lead the learning
project in directions relevant to the specific cohort.

During the learning journey, a range of objectives in several curriculum
subjects are addressed. This content is sequenced to ensure that
components of knowledge lead to conceptual learning. This analysis is
supported by strong subject knowledge from staff and aims for both
depth of learning and breadth of coverage. Opportunities to practise
and develop knowledge and skills are built into the curriculum to
secure deep understanding of each discipline. The curriculum
planning ensures a layering of knowledge and concepts so that all
pupils can make progress. Key vocabulary is taught through each ILP
and revisited from previous topics were relevant so children can
transfer skills, knowledge and vocabulary between year groups.

At the start of the journey an end purpose is shared and learning
throughout the project is geared towards this end purpose which
provides opportunities for children to be innovative, where
outcomes are open ended and generated by individual creativity
based on knowledge, skills and experiences.

